LIBRARY RULES:

FOOD AND DRINK

Food:

Snacks are permitted in the Quiet Zones but not in the Brookline Room at the Main Library or Silent Zones. Food that is hot, messy, noisy or strong smelling is not permitted.

Occasionally the Library sponsors events which include food service. The location and food guidelines specific to each sponsored event are carefully selected and approved by library administration.

Drinks:

**Alcoholic drinks are not permitted in the library.**

Beverages must be in covered cups, spill-proof mugs with secure lids, or similar containers. Keeping drinks covered prevents spills and limits damage to the books, computers, and the furniture.

NO beverages or food are allowed in Computer Room and the Brookline Room. Please also refrain from drinking beverages near all other computers, photocopiers and other electrical equipment.

Please help keep the library clean, dispose of your containers when finished, and if you see a spill, please notify a staff member as soon as possible.
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